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Bdo tier list choice

We are always looking to get larger example sizes of our data to make these lists of exact levels, help you by sending your data through the form – just click on this banner. Black Desert Online is a game developed by Pearl Abyss, a Korean company, and licensed by Oceania, North America and part of
Europe by Kakao Games Europe B.V. BDO Class Tier Lists are rankings dedicated to finding the best class to play in a specific environment. Do you need a class to fend off an annoying super Ninja? Don't look for a furthur!  I have added player opinion surveys for various PVE and PVP groups. I will
try to keep these updated by updating the polls every month or two and reset them as needed. Siéntént feels free to send me a note. Ubberest class, nooberness, and beatyrest is a hotly debated and opinionated and obstinate... The hmmph. You know what I mean! So take these opinions with a grain of
salt. Class changes can occur with each patch, so check the forums and discords too, if you want to double insure them. Thank you! You get 1 vote per category, so make it count!  could see the results after submitting his vote. (Fixed error where you couldn't see updated polls after voting.) If you
continue browsing, we consider that you accept its use. For information visit here. I agree The list of BDO TIER LIST 2.0 levels below is created by community voting and is the cumulative average ranking of 11 lists of levels presented. In order for your ranking to count, you need to sign in and publish the
list to the site (not simply download the image from the level list). Sort it now! Last Updated: 08/16/2020 BDO TIER LIST 2.0 Tier Lists We have detected that JavaScript is disabled in this browser. Enable JavaScript or switch to a supported browser to continue using twitter.com. You can see a list of
supported browsers in our Help Center. Help Center Choice of Class is very important in any MMORPG game and especially in Black Desert Online, which requires significant investment of time. First, you have to like it in class when it comes to gameplay, but you also have to be good enough and fun to
play. Black Desert is a time-requiring game, so if you choose the right class, it will allow you to enjoy the game and grind for a long time. What is the best class in BDO? Not all classes are the same, so this guide was created to allow you to choose the right class in BDO. Some classes are more powerful
than others. Some are weak at first, but have a powerful way of awakening. Choose your class prudence in the Black Desert. BDO class guide! What kind to play? Let us know in the comment which class you have chosen or what you like to play the most. So there you are! Heading to BDO and wondering
which class is the best? Well, I'm here to help you determine just that! Black Desert is an MMO unlike any other that launches the Holy Trinity, I'm sorry wow, for a more open and dynamic dynamic in the massively multiplayer online formula. So, in order to help determine which class is really the best, I've
compiled a list of levels based on some important factors. These factors are the ability of PvE, small-scale RRP, PvP Guild, and difficulty playing. Are we going to jump well in yes? S Tier This is the level that excels in almost every category! Easy to learn, easy to grind these PvE mafias into delicious EXP
paste, easy to PvP on big and small scales! It took a lot of digging and changing around, but these are classes that – truly – are the cream of the crop! Striker: 95/100 Mystic: 94/100 Muse: 93/100 In Tier L'A-Tier are those who are not going to change the tide of a guild war alone. They will not clear the
mafias as a hot war axe through butter, nor will they eradicate an effortless duel challenge. However, they go to PvP on large and small scale well, grind into PvE well, and they can duel it all well with an easy to learn and collect skill set and success rate. These are the basics, well rounded and powerful
for players of all skill levels! Warrior 86/100 Valkyrie 85/100 Berserker 85/100 Maehwa 84/100 B Tier: Level B. Good but not Great. Strong but not overwhelming. Complicated but not impossible to learn in an àr time way. This is the level of classes that stand out, but on one thing. They are not hard to use
and do what they do well. Wizard 78/100 Witch 78/100 Tamer 77/100 Dark Knight 76/100 C Tier And here we are at Level C. These are classes that are not the best in your role. They don't specialize in a place that's not flexible. But they are too focused on their strengths to be B-level. of classes... They
just don't, as well as those who have come before them. They have a higher ceiling of skill than those who have preceded them and this can make it difficult for most players, especially new players to pick them up and find success across the board. Witch 72/100 Ranger 70/100 Archer 70/100 D Tier
Finally, Level D. This is... the bottom of the cannon so to speak. But listen to me! This does not mean that classes in this area are - weak - to the extent that they do not conform to the formula for surprising strength and versatility such as wanting in the black desert. These classes are also specialized.
They're too fragile. And they can't adapt and be fit in multiple roles as well as the previous ones. Ninja 65/100 Kunoichi 64/100 Lahn 64/100 Now that we have the basics of levels together we will touch why. The whys of each level follow this formula from above, the capacity of PvE, small scale RRP, Guild
PvP, and difficulty playing. These factors are the defining features for some reasons quite but concrete. First, you should be able to grind into PvE for silver, equipment and levels. Small-scale PVP matters to defend the coveted grinding and slug rotations out in the Arenas. PvP Guild being a focus of
game affairs, nodes wars, being recruited for big guilds, and being able to survive when the screen becomes an epic battle wave. And finally, difficulty playing. Some classes are just - difficult - to pick up, learn their combos, hard to be viable without that skill level and equipment. Let's take a look at each
class closely and unpack why they've been given their levels! Striker (S - Tier) Stiker punch-wave Meet the striker! This tutorial excels in almost every realm of Black Desert Online! Its ability to clean PvE mafias is fantastic with hard moves and reliable durability! When it comes to Dueling you can hold
your own easily, using control and pummeling combos to reduce your enemy to dust. Even in Guild PvP the striker is good to get into, feeding the enemy a knuckle sandwich, and stepping back with high mobility and resistance to natural magical damage before they can get their hands on it! All this in
addition to being easy to pick up from the start and learning the ins and outs makes the striker an easy choice for S Tier! Striker Strengths: Fast and efficient cleaning PvE Integrated magic resistance, high damage, and easy control to pick up and learn striker weaknesses can fight in top level PvE
centered duringGuild v Guild Fights against dedicated classes duel Mystic (S - Tier) Mystic's Dragon Pose The powerful Mystic! Like the striker the mystic has become magical resistance, fights with crushing bone punches and kicks and stands out by hand in combat! Solo and large-scale PVP is fantastic
for going in and out and hitting hard. With great resilience and extensive attacks she is also an expert in cleaning PvE mafias and grinding routes. All packaged in an easy-to-learn easy-to-control class, landing easily on S-level mystical strengths. Top power line and resilience PvE Built in magical
resistance and high durability Overwhelming attacks and skills awaken outshined mystical weaknesses/DPS'd for Ninja/Kunoichi in duels can be kitted in PvP for varied classes. Not as durable as other classes for Guild vs. Muse Guild (S - Tier) Muse and her powerful leaf Here we have the Muse. The
latest, but certainly not the worst of the S-level classes on Black Desert Online. With a sharp razor Katana and Horn Bow is a highly skilled warrior who easily defends Tier S.'s honor. The horn bow cannot compete with the Ranger or Archer for the long-range damage sling, but it gives you utility and
adaptability that is expected from the best of the best. For a large ease of play, and a sense of agile strength Musa is your man! Muse Strengths Wide Range of Attacks and High Damage by PvE Able to Wipe Groups of Weaker Players in Guild V Guild Guild and able to fight regardless of the situation /
Environment Warrior (A - Tier) A warrior in his element! Here's the warrior! Reliable and balanced, he would truly be the leader of the A-level group. With decent damage and durability, he is able to clean up PvE hordes in a timely manner. Although not the most adept of duelists, he is decent in 1 v 1 bout
as long as he keeps a cool head. In Guild v Guild pvp shines, being able to cope with decent damage and survive with reliable durability. Above all it is easy to pick up outside the door. Play the warrior and you'll be on the battlefield in no time! Warrior Strengths Balanced survival and power Consistent in
pvp and pve easy to learn and prepare. Warriors weaknesses can be overwhelmed by powerful classes and numbers Struggles in 1 v 1 duels compared to many classes enters real power last game Valkyrie (A - Level) Deadly blow of a valkyrie! The voracious Valkyrie! Another proven and true class A
Tier! It's durable and powerful! Able to grow PvE mafias relatively easily, you'll find that she's pretty decent to grind. On the mores of that, she is a bedrock in Guild V Guild PvP! Although she struggles in duels and only really comes into force when she masters her skills, she is a terrifying and meteoric
force to fight safely! Valkyrie Strengths Power balance and extremely high Burst Durable and reliable Decent damage once skills and combos are mastered Valkyrie Weaknesses Weak cc ability requires a high level of skill to shine weak against Ranged/Magic Berserker (A - Level) Berserker does not
approve! The towering Berserker. A force to be taken into account. It has an immense healthpool, decent PvE killing power and is capable of amazing CC strings in PvP. Although it's not the best for small-scale PvP and duels it's no push about either. You'll find the Berserker Giant flourishing on Guild V
guild battlefields where incredible grips can chain you in easy maths for your team. The skill cap needed to master this class is only mid-range as well as what makes it an easier option for new players! Berserker Strengths Top Tier Crowd Control and Grab Immense High Mobility Health Pool and
Versatile Damages for PvP and PvE Berserker Weaknesses Takes Relatively High Ability to Compete in Duels Fight to Get Out of Damage Classes by PvE Very Limited Options Ranged Maehwa (A - Tier) Lovely and Deadly~ The Refined Maehwa, an elegant and elegant addition to the A Tier chain of
Black Desert classes. Mobile, hard to pin down, and versatile, she is a great character to invest her time in! You'll find that her PvE capability is less powerful than her counterpart, Musa, but she's no problem. In PvP it is less durable than many others, her mobility keeps her in super armor, it's very difficult
to CC! Maehwa forces tons of Super Armor skills! Mobile and ideal for closing distances Capable of builds Maehwa Weaknesses Much Gear relies on super armor in PVP Can be burst very quickly if you played incorrectly Wizard (B - Tier) Too damaged never seemed so refined! At the top of level B is the
Wizard. A PvE teacher, he is able to wash hordes of mafias with his spells in no time. Along with the PvE mafias, the magician is also a titan on the battlefield of Guild V. Despite all this power, however, his ability to fight in duels and small-scale RRP is negligible, as he is not only vulnerable, but often
focuses. On top of that, the skill required to excel even Guild V guild makes the Wizard a solid candidate for B level. Assistant Strength Extremely High Capacity PvE Power to Heal and Buff Allies Better Than Other Valuable For Guild V Guild due to the power AoE Wizard Fragile Weaknesses Barrel
DuelIng Capability ability requires a high level of skill for witch PVP (B - Level) Elementary destruction in two juggling friendly balls! Like the Wizard, the Witch is a solid B-level class. With powerful crowd control and high damage production, it is able to erase scores of unealed players and hordes of
unsuspecting PvE monsters. Similar to the Wizard, however, she is a bad choice if she prefers dueling and requires a high level of skill to really shine. Witch Fortresses Immense Power CC Top of PvE Line Skill Powerful in Guild V Guild V Guild PvP Fragile Witch Weaknesses targeted the most in Guild V
Guild Very High Skill needed Tamer (B - Level) Adorable spongy condemnation. Oh, and his Tamer. Meet the adorable and tiny Tamer and his powerful pet Heilang. The Tamer is deceptively powerful, fantastic on a small scale PvP, great in Guild V Guild, but very fragile! She is decent at PvE, but the
ability to clear mafias in a rotation may leave you wanting. With a high ability to use properly and fragile behavior, the Tamer is a suitable fit for b tier. Tamer Strengths Great CC for small scale PVP powerful pet fighter. Extremely fragile highly agile tamer weaknesses Requires high level of skill vulnerable
to AoE skills too much in PvP Dark Knight (B - Tier) This is what happens when models are given swords and black magic... The menacing Dark Knight. An odd choice for b tier. She has recently been unf relaxed from her S Tier glory border. With a decent capacity in all kingdoms, she excels in chief. This
tutorial is very dependent on gear that can make you make a task strong like that. In addition to a high level of skill it is difficult to place it higher, at least until the nerfs are reversed and all running in fear again! Dark Knight Strengths Decent in All Combat Roles A strong addition to grinding equipment and
PVP equipment is not critically lacking in any statistics or paper Dark Knight Weaknesses Nerfed strongly from release does not stand out strongly in either Easy to overcome and requires a high level of witch skill (C - Level) Armor is irrelevant with aspects this good right? The... Scary witch! That's it, fear!
Sorc is our introduction to Level C. Before we start, waiver. These classes are not -weak-. We put her here at C-level for the high level of skill needed to be dangerous, and she gets dangerous! In addition to this, she also requires a medium level of skill in order to use it properly. A PvE is a power, capable
of clearing the mafias by hand. In duel and GvG though it leaves a lot to want and there are others who can do what it does there better. Witchcraft Fortresses High Damage Magic Powerful PvE Very Wide Compensation AoEs vulnerable weaknesses to vulnerable dueling classes on the qualified sleeve
with CC Blooms latest Ranger game (C - Level) You know you are in a world of pain when she dazzles like this! Welcome the Ranger! The first of two Elvish races and a powerful rank fighter. Although competent in PvE and viable in duel, she is not really a force that will leave an impression compared to
others. With decent mobility and a strange change to the body with its weapons awakened, it leaves a lot of feeling of lack. Our Ranger here is a good average for players and takes a bit of time to master their playing style. Ranger Strengths Strong varied the Bo damage in the kiting mobs and players
Good all arounder with potential at high levels Ranger Weaknesses Out powered and played by many classes Strange playstyle with awakened weapon Doesn't excel and takes time to master Archer (C - Tier) The nicest man er elf, alive? I think so~ Get into the masterful archer. A relatively new class,
the archer looks a lot like Ranger. Excellent strongly in rank combat, this class begins with its weapon awakens from the start. With great distance and decent power especially the late game, the bowler is decent for PvE, but it might be better. In duels the archer will find himself fighting a lot of classes,



and in Guild v Guild he finds some retaliation where he can sit and loose volleys into his enemy's heads from afar! Archer Fortresses Excellent Fighter Rank Versatile and Reliable A powerful player killer if allowed to burst from range Archer Weaknesses linear attack lines make hard grinding mobs Can
easily be burst if focused Lack of strong capacity CC Ninja (D - Level) Yes, all you need is a knife... Striking and deadly, the Ninja leads the D-level package. But, the ninja is a specialist. Stand out in the best of the best kind of duel in black desert online. None can match their power in one bout. However,
their PvE capability quickly, in Guild v Guild combat, in durability, all lack powerfully. If you In duel while playing black desert, the Ninja will take you through shadows to victory. Ninja Ninja Strengths Overwhelming duel power if not CC'd Can go invisible! ♪Because Ninja* Ninja weaknesses melts like butter
against AoE spells unfortunate ability ranged Slow PvE power to kill Kunoichi (D - Level) Don't worry! You'll be dead before you know she's there! Silent and deadly, the Kunoichi is another titan in the Duels camp. With better capacity for DC than her ninja counterpart, she is - slightly - better at PvE.
However, this does not compensate for the critical fragility and lack of true ability to shine in Guild V Guild or PvE. Capable, but barely noticeable in these fields. Despite its shortcomings, the Kunoichi remains a deadly and terrifying opponent at the Arena. Don't turn your back! Kunoichi Strengths
Overwhelming Duelist Best Rank and CC That Ninja Can Go Invisible Kunoichi Fragile Weaknesses Like Glass Can Be CC'd for Extremely High Skill AoE Classes Needed Lahn (D - Level) Lahn Preparing a Spin to Win Tactics! Last but not least we have the Lovely Lahn! A unique class. She is the only
fighter in the game... that can fly. Well, it slides. But still! With Devent PvE first level compensation and mobility capacity it is ideal for agile play. However, due to very low accuracy compared to other classes and a fragile health pool you can easily melt into a 1 v 1 scenario or succumb to the
overwhelming AoE in Guild v Guild PVP. A beautiful and unique class... But lacking the power to truly shine in any field of combat. Lahn Strengths Can Slide Over Obstacles Great Fast PvP Flank and Easy to Use Lahn Combos Weaknesses Low Precision Compared to Other Fragile Classes Doesn't
Excel in Any Kingdom You May Also Be Interested In: Page 2 2
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